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Career Faire culminates with mixed reviews
Allison Kajiya
News Editor

^ NATION

Leisha Counts
Staff Writer

'planet-in-a-bottle' team re-emerges

Last Thursday, students had
the opportunity to talk with over
90 job organizations during
UOP's annual Career Faire, pre
sented by Career Services.
Held on Anderson Lawn from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., the event cul
minated Career Week, which
included such events as the CoOp and Internship Forum,
Mandatory Senior Orientation

Eight men and women emerged on Monday morning to take
their first breath of real air after being submerged inside the
world's largest test tube experiment for two years.
Called Biosphere 2, or the "planet-in-a-bottle," the team
marched out in single file from the airtight hatch of the "glassendosed 3.15-acre terrarium they have shared with 3,800 other
species of plants and animals, dressed in matching blue Star
Trek-like uniforms.
The experiment, built on the edge of the Sonora Desert, was
an attempt to duplicate the earth's natural harmonies. So far,
scientists have hailed the experiment as the dawn of "a new sci
ence of life as a total system," despite several oxygen failure
crises.
When asked what it was like to live in an enclosed environ
ment, team member Abigail Ailing said, "It's a tremendous trib
ute to the eight people that we all walked out together."

and Alumni Career Forum pre
sentations.
"We had an excellent turn-out
this year," said Burt Nadler, direc
tor of the Office of Career
Services. "The faire did what we
wanted it to do. It gave students
career options to think about so
that they can take the appropriate
actions now."
This was the event's fourth
year, with this being the second
year that the faire represented
Community Service groups as
well.
"There was a wide variety of

community service groups avail
able to students this year.
Students should recognize the
important role that volunteer
work provides for them when it
comes time to choosing an actual
career," said Nadler.
Companies and organizations
that were on-campus to recruit
students included, Prudential
Preferred, FDIC, Anderson Y and
UOP's graduate school, the
McGeorge School of Law.
Representatives then answered
various student questions that
ranged from advancement

Details in Amtrak crash revealed

U
bw

In what was the worst crash in Amtrak history, federal inves
tigators have now pieced together a broad explanation of how
the 11-car Sunset Limited train crashed near Mobile, Ala. last
Wednesday. Investigators say that the crash which killed 47 peo
ple occurred after a bridge was hit and weakened by a wayward
barge, minutes before the train, en route from Los Angeles to
Miami, began to cross it. As a result, the train derailed into a
swampy bayou, completely submerging several cars.
Inquiries in Washington are now being investigated by the
National Transportation Safety Board to handle the multi-mil
lion dollar lawsuits expected from the victims and their fami
lies.
So far, investigators are weighing conflicting reports about
tbe time of the accident, and the location of the barge thought
to have struck the bridge. The captain of the towboat pushing
the barge is also being investigated. Both captain and crew
passed drug and alcohol consumption tests.

•

chemical weapons."
„ ^
„ ,
The speech, Clinton's first comprehensive effort to spell out
vision of the world and the role America plays in foreign
Policy, also concentrated on Clinton s plan to ma e up
toughly $1 billion in unpaid dues and peacekeeping bills that

owes."
Lastly, Clinton restated his plan to concentrate orii hfci comtoitment to an activist foreign policy aimed at en a g
family of free-market democracies.

Russian leaders strike compromise

>le Campus

Meeting in St. Petersburg on Monday,
regional lead
called for simultaneous early elections for
a*d Parliament to resolve their conflicting claims to powei^
The group proposed that both President on •
e Congress of People's Deputies reverse t e
tum
? °r dismissin8 each other and that t e egis ^ ^ ^ kg_
Bussian

s

On-Line system
News Editor

In an address to the United Nations General Assembly on
Wednesday, President Clinton outlined several new proposals
fw "limiting the spread of nuclear arms, ballistic missiles and

1559

Faces of Pacific Library installs
Allison Kajiya

WORLD

Clinton to propose outline for limiting arms

b3

Students inquire about future career opportunities offered by various organizations during last week's Career Faire.

opportunities to pay and overall
company growth projections for
the future.
Nadler said, "Today was for
everyone, from freshmen to
seniors. We hope that it motivat
ed the students who attended to
think about doing additional
research on making a career
choice that will be right for
them."
However, some students found
that the Career Faire did not ful
fill their expectations, due mainly
to the minimal opportunities
available in professional fields.
Student Tricia Scatena said, "It
would be great if I wanted to join
the Armed Forces. But after four
years of college, I was really hop
ing to find a job geared towards a
professional career. This fair did
not provide those options."
Many other students felt that
the fair represented career fields
geared more towards technical
school students. One student
§ said, "I'm very interested in hav^ ing a career in computers. But
^ when I stopped by to talk to
1 Radio Shack representatives, they
•I wanted me to be a salesperson at
-a"
O one of their stores."
j
But through it all, the day was
1°" a general success, ending with an
all-campus barbecue lunch pro
vided by ARA. Water bottles
were givenout to all in attendance.

powers over to the Council of the Federa
Yeltsin declared tlie Co= —

^Tuesday. The legislature then
as acting president, Vice

v

Aletandr

v.

.WMk the compromise, it is hoped that both Russian leaders
Mil resolve their differences.

this system. There are many ben
No longer will students fill-out
book cards by hand at the efits to the system, but mainly,
patrons will be able to check out
William Holt Memorial Library.
materials much more quicker
This summer the library fin
than
in the past."
ished installation of the new OnSo far, Purnell estimates that
Line computerized system that
allows items to be checked out by 80,000 items have already been
scanning barcodes located on coded and entered into the sys
tem. "We are trying our best to
University ID cards and books.
Officially called an automated code everything, but for now,
circulation system, the On-Line items purchased by the library
system completely brings the within the past ten years have
already been entered," she said.
library through a transition from
There are many other advan
operating
as
a
manual
card
sys
ASUOP President Jay-Jay Lord talks with faculty and students about the
tages
to the system besides the
tem to total computerization.
many services provided by ASUOP
Work began on modernizing speed and convenient efficiency.
the library last spring with the "Because it now automates all
Erika Ekman
installment of Pacificat, an auto information regarding the
Senior Staff Writer
mated system that holds access to patron, no longer will we have to
Highlighting the diversity of description of ASUOP, discussing
look at our records to see who
all materials in the library.
student life at UOP, the "Many the various services available to
needs overdue notes," said
Dean
of
University
Libraries
students and staff.' Lord then
Faces of Pacific" began its first
Purnell. "The computer does all
Jean
Purnell
said,
"UOP
should
focused on utilizing those services
annual series of presentations last
be very proud in implementing (see library page 2)
as a way to unite all members of
week in the Redwood Room.
The series is being presented the UOP community, while also
by the Student Life Staff taking about some of the goals of
Development Committee in an ASUOP.
"This (series) is designed to
effort to increase awareness
among UOP faculty and staff of build more of a unity between
News
2 Feature
5
the many segments of the student students, faculty and administra
tion.
I
am
honored
to
be
here
population. Featured speakers
Across the Campus...3 Entertainment
6
last week were ASUOP President because ASUOP's major goal this
Opinion
4 Sports
8
Jay Jay L ord and Tamarin Janssen, year is to build unity among the
University. This is the perfect
Pac 'Toons
10
Speaker-of-the-Senate.
Lord began with a brief step," said Lord.
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Speaker shares cultural insight

Student Kumpira Khiev talks about her
to American culture.

John Luft
Guest Writer
"I'm doing this so that people
can better understand the
Cambodian culture."
This was the main reason why
UOP student Kumpira Khieu
spoke at last Thursday's Woman
of the World lecture series pre
sentation in the Bechtel
International Center.
Titled, "Cambodian Women:
Past and Present," Khieu recount-

try with many resources.
Continuing with her story,
Khieu talked about the rough
adjustments her family experi
enced as they moved from place
to place, first to Thailand, then to
the Philippines and finally to
Utah.
These changes were difficult
for Khieu, who had to learn to
balance both a traditional
Cambodian culture at home and
S an Americanized culture at
l-C
Rj school.
During her presentation,
I 5 Khieu also recalled how standards
S of life were much more formal
during her grandmother's days of
J the 1930s compared to today,
^ where her Cambodian culture
has become more modern.
However, one link that still ties
life as a Cambokian woman adjusting
the differing Cambodian genera• tions together are their strong
belief in the Buddhist religion.
Overall reactions to the pre
sentation
was overwhelming,
ed her childhood in Cambodia,
with
many
UOP
Cambodian stu
talking about her birth just one
dents
also
offering
insight on
year before war broke out in her
their culture and people.
country.
"Then in 1978, the Vietnamese Audience questions were taken
and well received.
'liberated' Cambodia," Khieu said
The next Women of the World
with a hint of sarcasm in her
voice. "Actually, they said that presentation is scheduled for
Thursday, Oct. 21 in the Bechtel
was what they were doing, but
International Center from noon
they wanted Cambodia for a very
to 1. All are welcome to attend.
long time. It is a beautiful coun-

UOP Welcomes
its new faculty

ASUOP
(continued from page 1)
ASUOP operates not only as a
student government but also as a
student activities department.
Many of the services on campus,
such as the Annex rentals, Tiger
Grocery, Static Attic Night Club,
Human Resources and Graphics,
are provided by ASUOP.
Additionally ASUOP sponsors
the University Programs Board
for Educational and Amusing
Times, or UPBEAT, and events
such as Homecoming, dances,
lectures, comedy shows and
movies.
According to Lord, many stu
dents on campus are not aware of
the many services available
through ASUOP. This year, in
efforts to increase attendance at
student activities, ASUOP has
introduced the "Get Connected"
theme.
"We want to get all clubs and
organizations, including fraterni
ties and sororities, involved in the
planing process of activities," said
Lord.
Other goals included establish-

(continued from last week)
"Benerd School of Education
Vivian E. Snyder
"School of Engineering
Kenneth F. Hughes, Daniel D.
Jensen, Gary M. Litton and
Jennifer T. Ross
"School of Pharmacy
Amy L. Edwards, Vivien E.
James, Xiaoling Li, Linda Norton
and Timothy J. Smith
"University Libraries
Mary S. Lang, Kathlin L. Ray,
Ron L. Ray and Tracy L.
Remington
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EXECUTIVE
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-Arrests

jjesident Artist Series
Paine

Vhitesides, Tenor, and Audrey

"Two arrests were maH« .
Idrist, P'ano- wil1 Present a
»ng this past week. Both Z' cjta| featuring songs by
for public intoxication ancL? Lerican. French and German
linposers. The event will take
ace on Friday, Oct. 1, at 8 p.m.
the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
General Admission is $3; UOP
-Did you know?
tudents and children 12 and
ander will be admitted free.
The program will open with
H°UrS of
bicycle patrol.
„ unusual group, "Melodies
'assageres,"
by the American
"Officers provided escorts f0r
2 students, and assisted 4 composer, Samuel Barber, set to
ench texts written by the
stranded motorists.
German
poet, Rilke. Also includ
"15 open doors and windows
were found, and 24 suspicious ed in the first half of the program
fflllbe Ravel's "Five Greek" songs
persons were contacted.
a group of Faure commonly
"One safety/crime prevention
presentation to a campus orga- ^own as the "Venice Songs," set
nization during the past week to the poetry ofVerlaine.
was conducted by Public Safetv The second half of the pro
gram will open with four
Officers.
Schubert songs including the
This report was prepared by familiar "Serenade" and the
"Erlkonig."
Jerry Houston of Public Safety. demanding
Whitesides has received acclaim
All inquiries about the infor for his interpretation of Schubert
mation provided in this bulletin Lieder both in America and in
should be made to the Germany. The recital will close
Department of Public Safety at with a group of American songs
featuring Dominik Argento,
946-2537.
Charles Ives, Ernest Gold and
Dr.Dwight Clark O.D George Gershwin.
Before joining the UOP
PRESENTS
Conservatory of Music faculty,
Whitesides sang extensively in
Europe where he was leading
tenor at the opera houses in
Bonn and Berne, Switzerland.
1WC
PURCHASE OF
His European career also includ
EXAM'GLASSES
ed recitals and oratorio perfor
REPAIRS* CXDNTACTS
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KUOP presents The World Cafe
Erika Ekman

,estWriter
^OP Conservatory of Music
Artist
William
ident

Staff Writer
mances in Berlin, Brussels,
Cologne and Paris among other
cities. In the United States he has
sung with the Santa Fe and San
Francisco Opera, the Kentucky
Opera Association and the
American Opera with Sarah
Caldwell.
Canadian pianist Audrey
Andrist is 1992 winner of the
Eckhardt-Gramatte National
Competition and has been top
prize-winner in numerous com
petitions in the U. S. and
Canada. She has appeared as
soloist with the National Arts
Centre Orchestra in Ottawa,
Canada, and with the Juilliard
Orchestra in Alice Tully Hall.
Andrist and her violinist hus
band, James Stern, perform fre
quently as the Stern/Andrist
Duo.
Faye Spanos Concert Hall:
The University Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Dr.
Michael A. Allard, will perform
Symphony No. 5, Op. 47, by
Dmitry Shostakovich in addition
to Frederic Chopin's Piano
Concerto No. 1 in E Minor, Op.
11, featuring concert pianist Rex
Cooper.
The concert is co-sponsorec
by the Conservatory of Music
and Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society to honor the achieve
ment of outstanding academic
performance by students of the
University of the Pacific. Al
UOP honor society members
will be invited to attend the
concert and a reception follow
ing the performance.
T

Yes, that's right, the music.
Unfortunately, many UOP stu
dents think that KUOP is the sort
of station grandma and grandpa
tune into during long road trips.
If you are one of those students,
you are missing out on one of the
most diverse stations that public
radio has to offer.
While you have spent that last
hour flipping from one station to
another, only to set the dial on an
annoying commercial for Keds,
KUOP has been airing non-stop
music aimed at providing collegeage listeners with a variety of the
latest alternative music. New to
the station format is The World
Cafe, which features artists such
as Bob Marley, B-52s, Crowded
House, Indigo Girls, Neil Young,
REM, The Smithereens, U2, XTC
and many more.
"There are a lot of stations
nation-wide, KUOP included,
that are starting to experiment

^^

Burton Jay Nadler

Director UOP Career Services

1 740 PACIFIC AVE
ON ORSl'S BLOCK
— SOUTH OF U.O.v|

I recently spoke informally and
PM^|E|FNTS ONLVI brie% (sorry for being so rushed)
^
l°oVn
9 5 7 - 6 3 0 0 NEW CLIENTS
to a student at the Career Faire.
VOID WITHOUT STUDENT I.D
During the conversation an issue
°f major importance (pun soon
to be revealed) was addressed.
J*
Jl' ^be nature of the question posed
and the sincerity with which it

nounces new

prog

•m •

partnership with the Campus Outreav Was asked was worthy of public
commendation. So,
So, without
), has announced a new national grJt commendation.
to take an active role in addressing 1 revealing names (professionals
aWays maintain confidentiality),
ociety today.
witl
program will provide 'en sjcudent^ tae it is;

How do I select a major that I
will like?

id implement innovative service

Years of experience have
three basic techniques
the complex social Probl^m'
Mar{
0r selecting a major:
id Jostens Foundatron Manag
First, some students are very
m11!
com
i
difference in their
tneu v.
— ,i ^sed. They know exactly what
that preceeded them, today s

revealed

^ -"reer is one

£ want
do because they
ve a dream," "met a rolen according to lenard.
^
^^ do
(^
del,' or "were t(
grants are requ,red to proPer
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' Mom and Dad." These stu7', *Ws
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— to pick very vocationrevim";|
»Hege students o t and we think^-driven majors and work hard
-W obtaining
WUIAUILLLG their
II1C11 goals. In
^rds
ruth, these individuals are few
cms," said Lenard.
hropic cO\ a^d far between. Please, don't
stens Foundation is a philant
ink of yourself as unusual if you
I n c . , maker of rings.
iave not determined your major
netw0rL^
- «vuvi 11U11AU Jvuti
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unclear.
^cond, some actively explore
^ariy different options. These
^dents take courses from varias subject areas while conduct8 the self assessment and
Search required to set tentative
as
c°. ' ' H research reveals that spelc
^ majors are "required" to
Dter a field, the decision is easy.
lt reveals that specific skills,
°bt;
a'nable through courses, not
Uece.Ss
arily a major, the decision

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

is a bit more difficult because
more options are available.
Basically, these students major in
subjects that are field specific (i.e.
accounting, engineering, or prepharmacy) or they build skills by
taking specific courses and
majoring in a subject they fin
appealing. For some, this is an
ideal approach.
Third, some major in subjects
they find interesting and enjoy
able and, not circumstantially,
those they do better in. These stu
dents do not really concern them
selves with "career related" issues
when making decisions. You
might be surprised to know that I
think this is a fine approach.
Fvervthing doesn t have to be
ZJr related (Yes, it is a shock to
career re
^
services
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CrossuY the
Tracks
Weekend
Edition

Morning Edition
(National News)

Braine I ires
and Paper
Moons

Q. What is the number one
reason you and 15 of your friends
should listen to KUOP 91.3 FM?
A. The music.

SENTS
PRESE

ay,

91.3 FMAtA Glance

Q. What is the number one
reason you and 15 of your friends
do not listen to KUOP 91.3 FM?
A. The music.
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Prairie
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Paper
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Talk of the Nation (National Talk Show)
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Breezin'
(Contemporary jazz)
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Local News

Bands
Plus

All Things Considered
(National News)
A Closer Look

UOP Today or
Soundprint

Living on Earth

Community
Potpourri

The World Cafe
Home
Studio
Monday
Night
Jazz

The

World

Reggae

Music

Show

Show

Bij; Banc
C lassie-

Hearts of
Space

lazzmin

The
World of
Mel
Williams
{JtiZZ)

Trackin'
the

Riders Radio lhr-i

The
World
Cafe

Old Turn
Rod n
Show

Latino USA
t >peiv

Sabor
Latino

Blues

(I utin

Keys
to the
House

City Heat

Sta».;e

The World Cafe

Rhythm Revue
Blues before Sunrise

with this alternative side of
music," said program director
Dennis Easter.
The World Cafe is designed to

provide an alternative look at
alternative music. Originating in
1990 at WXPN in Philadelphia,
The World Cafe has made its way

to public radio stations across the
nation. KUOP offers the show
several times each week, includ
ing during prime-time listening
hours,
Monday
through
Thursday 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.
"Traditionally for KUOP that
time slot has been classical. Now
we are going to a program that
really targets a younger audience,"
said Easter. "It's totally off axis to
our listeners that were there
before."
Although KUOP is focusing
on increasing its number of
younger listeners, it has not done
away with some of the more pop
ular shows which continue to
attract listeners of all ages.
According to student Dean
Severson, The World Cafe adds a
new style of music to a station
that he already enjoys.
"I usually listen to the reggae
show on Tuesday nights. Their
reggae's good, they know their
music at KUOP," said Severson.
As a public radio station, a
major portion of the annual
operating budget for KUOP
comes from listener support. By
attracting a younger audience, the
station hopes to gain long term
membership and support in
keeping the station on the air.
According to Easter, research
has shown that, on the average, it
takes about three years before a
listener of a particular station
(See World Cafe Page 10)

TAKE IT TO THE STREETS CAMPUS EVENTS
Fran Abbott
Executive Director, Anderson Y Center
When I heard the news from the White House yesterday morning
that President Clinton had just signed the National Service Act, part of
me jumped up and down. He signed the new legislation, which marks
another milestone in providing workable incentives for students to
work in our communities to offset education costs, with two pens. One
used by Franklin Roosevelt to sign the Conservation Corps into law
and the other by John F. Kennedy to sign the Peace Corps legislation.
The Clintons (YMCA members and still student activists) are commit
ted to dealing with at-home issues. This new administration feels a key
to solving our nation's problems is the enthusiasm, healthy exuberance
and optimism of U.S. youth. That's you!
So, what does this mean to us here at UOP? A lot! Next week we
will publish details of the legislation with some opinions about ways we
will be affected. For now, let's enjoy the ride on the wave called service,
community development and the dawning of a new era.
The hot news this week is more and more opportunities are avail
able for service learning through field work, internships, work study in
the community and special event, one-time projects. How about
checking these out.
Work study in the community positions open:
V Sheriff's Department jail library assistants.
V Community center tutors at several locations.
V First Call for help information and referral phone line specialist.
V Volunteer Center specialist to design, produce and distribute
Holiday
Connection" booklet.

(see Streets, page 10)

Student Information
The Static Attic is having an
ALL-Request Night this Saturday
at 9 p.m. You pick the songs and
we will pay them. Better yet,
bring your favorite compact disc
and we will play selections from it

zation, or residence hall, so if you
are interested, be sure to get an
application turned into the
ASUOP office as soon as possible.

Student Issues
What so you think about get
ting a student on the Board of
,
. ,
Regents? What do you think
throughout the night,
The Fall Barbecue is today, about co-ed housing in the
McCaffrey Center Apartments
professional). In many instances a Sept. 30 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
• Les not equate with ones p.m. Bring your appetite for some and the Townhouses? How about
^-Soals- English good food and coo, music The a campus pub? ASUOP senators
job searc
slammin' hip-hop group LAST 2 have been coming to you all this
majors can enter banking, adver- SERVE is coming from San week to "get connected" with
tising, sales or publishing. They
how you feel on key issues of the
Francisco to perform, so be early.
do not have to become teachers
Senate meetings are held every year. The results of these surveys
(although that would be a won
Monday night at 9 p.m. in the are going straight to the Board of
derful choice and they might be
Regents. Find your representative
McCaffrey Center.
interested in teaching English in
Applications for Homecoming and express your views. We are
Japan). I now officially give any
King and Queen are being accept expecting over 2,000 responses to
one who needs it permission to
ed at the ASUOP office from now this survey. There are only two
major in a subject which is intel
more days left, so be sure your
until Oct. 15. You must be nomi
lectually stimulating and academnated by a registered club, organi voice is heard!
(see Nadler, page 10)

Chapel, 11 a.m.
• ><J I nV
Thursday, Sept. 30
Delta
Sigma
Theta,
JSorority I
School of Pharmacy, Career
Rush,
Initiation
ceremonies
and
Focus Workshop, Common
training, Common Room, 7:301
Room, 12 p.m.
Crew meeting, WPC 213, 12 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, WHAT'Sl
p.m.
LOVE
GOT TO DO WITH IT,|
UPBEAT Fall Barbecue,
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Bomar Commons, 4:30 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 4
Vietnamese Student Assoc.
ROAD Program, Committee!
meeting, Knoles 211,5 p.m.
Meeting,
Classroom Building]
MECHA, Student Service
Croup meeting, WPC 123, 5 104,7 p.m.
ASUOP, Senate Meeting,!
p.m.
McCaffrey
Center Conference]
Delta Sigma Pi, Professional
Room, 9 p.m.
Interviews, Weber, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 5
Youth for Christ/College Life,
Club Orientation Meeting,!
Christian Fellowship, Static Attic,
McCaffrey
Center Conference]
8 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi meeting, Room, 4 p.m.
Graduate Student Forum,|
McCaffrey Center Conference
Taylor
Room, 5 p.m.
Room, 7 p.m.
Amnesty
International meet-1
Korean American Student
McCaffrey
Center]
jAssociation, Bible Study, WPC ing,
Conference
Room,
5:30
p.m.
122,8 p.m.
School of Pharmacy, Career I
UPBEAT Films, WHAT'S
LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT, Focus Workshop, Common]
Room, 6 p.m.
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
RHA,
Residence
Hall|
Friday, Oct 1
Association
meeting,
McCaffrey
ROAD Program, Substance
Abuse Committee Meeting, Center Conference Room, 6:301
McCaffrey Center Conference p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi meeting,]
Room, 8:30 a.m.
Weber
109,8 p.m.
ROAD Program, Alcohol
UPBEAT Films, ALL THAT]
Awareness
Class/Monitor
Training, McCaffrey Center JAZZ, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 6
Conference Room, 3 p.m.
WOW, Ken Jowitt, professor|
Chi
Alpha
Christian
Fellowship meeting, WPC 140,8: of Political Science at Cal pre
Concert: William Whitesides, sents "Bosnia and the Newl
j Tenor accompanied by Audrey World Order," Bechtel Center,]
Andrist piano, Faye Spanos 12:30 p.m
Pacific Business Forum,|
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Benjamin
Edwards III, Chairman
UPBEAT Films, WHAT'S
and
CEO
of A.J. Edwards, Inc.
LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT,
presents
"Political
and
McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Economics and What is
Saturday, Oct. 2
Important," Faye Spanos Concert]
Pacific Family Day, all day
Hall, 5:3o p.m.
Alpha Chi Omega, Ultimate
IFC, Interfraternity Councils,!
Volleyball, Raney Recreation
McCaffrey
Center Conference]
Center, 9 a.m.
Football vs. Washington State, Room, 5:30 p.m.
American Marketing Club]
Stagg Stadium, 7:05 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, WHAT'S meeting, Weber 109,5:30 p.m.
Hmong Student Association,]
LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT,
Bechtel Lounge, 6 p.m.
McCaffreyTheatre, 8 p.m.
Phi Alpha Delta, WPC 140,]
Sunday, Oct. 3
7:15
p.m.
Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30
UPBEAT Films, ALL THAT]
a.m. and 8 p.m.
Ecumenical Services, Morris JAZZ, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

I
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After ten years in the planning,
$165 million in start-up costs and
a government guarantee of tens
of million of dollars in tax subsi
dies, the United States holocaust
.aTonya Arnold
Memorial Museum demonstrates
why, according to a Roper
Opinion Editor
Organization poll, more than 30
Who went to the football game this weekend? Did you have fun?
percent of all adult Americans
It was great that we mutilated Sacramento State wasn't it? But aside
have doubts about the orthodox
from all that, was there still one element of fun missing...
holocaust story. What are the
All across America whenever sports fans get together, whether it
facts?
be for football's sake or not, the key snack items that are involved are
The museum displays no
chips, seven-layer guacamole dip and ot course BEER. It s the
proof anywhere of homicidal
American way. What prime time television have you watched lately
"gassing" chambers, and no proof
without seeing a brewsky commercial? Even Americas number one
that even one individual was
jrime time television show was centered around the gathering ot
"gassed" at any camp liberated by
riends having a beer (or two, more likely three). So why shouldn't
the allied armies. "Proof" for a
they sell it at games?
gas chamber at Birkenau is a
The positive side to it is that the University could increase revenue
plastic model created by a Polish
dramatically. It might even get more people to go to the games. Free
artist. A plastic copy of a metal
enterprise-why not capitalize on that idea. If the public wants it, sell
door is displayed as "proof" of a
it. What's the problem?
homicidal gas chambers at
The problem is...if alcoholic beverages were allowed at games,
Maidanek. Incredibly, this muse
most students and their guests would be out of control. Then their
um has "dropped" the Auschwitz
are other ramifications involved. Students would then want alcohol
gas
chamber, the one visited year
to be openly allowed in the residence halls. Costs would definitely
ly by hundreds of tourists.
increase as a result. There would be a need for more intense moni
There is no mention of gas
toring of the University by Public Safety. Even with the existing alco
chambers at Buchenwald or even
hol policy, when weekends roll around it is no hay-day for public
at Dachau, where after World
safety officers or resident assistants who have to deal with drunken
War II American GI's and
individuals.
German civilians were assured
Not to mention the fact it would clearly be public consumption of
that more than 200,000 victim's
alcohol. What about the cheerleaders who are publicly displayed on
were gassed and burned. Human
a stage, who in the past have been harassed by flying tortillas. But
soap? human skin lampshades?
not that it's a primary opposing item to the issue; there are just a lot
Not a sign of them in this museof behavioral aspects that need to be considered. We are in college...
and I want to have as much fun as the next guy/gal but where do we

'ass me a beer...

urn. All gone-
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/
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i
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matter,
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b
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and
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. presidents, deans fc
The museum's exhibit tech
•esident, vi P
about the debate is so J ^'^"a'rtment heads) who go
h/
nique is a mixture of sinister sug
3
„ rKf beyond the call of duty
N
gestion and dishonest omission. dangerous to the Jewish comra
nity.
Don't
believe
it!
O^^pecial
things.
The
award
L
The first display confronting you
debate
will
benefit
Jew
ajKJ^eUence
in
customer
ser8
when you begin the museum,
Gentiles alike—for precisely f is for
tour is a wall-sized photograph of
n
, v i c e , t e a m -building and for maksame reasons.
American soldiers looking on
UOP
a
better
place
for
stuing
c
while corpses smolder on a pyre.
Si
Bradley R. Smith
loves the Walt Disney
The context in which you see the
h
Director of Open Debate® nroach, where everybody is
photo suggests that the dead are
the Holocaust
Jews exterminated by Germans.
•mportant'and they all need to be

0f'he:PUUhett-us..

'"ThTnofion that eyewitness
testimony, which this museum
relies heavily on, given under
highly politicized and emotional
circumstances is, pnma-tacie,
true was refuted by the Supreme
Court of Israel when it acquitted
John Demjanuk of being van
the Terrible." The Israeli Court
found that the "eyewitnesses
who testified against Demjanuk
could not be believed.
Deborah Lipstadt in her much
praised "Denying the Holocaust,
argues that revisionists should
not be debated because there is
not, there can not be, another
side to the holocaust story. She
charges that it is hateful to listen
to a defense of those accused o
mass murder! in essence, she
argues that we bury America's old
civil virtues of free inquiry and
open debate—but to what end?

The Deborah Lipstadts (and
there is a clique of them on every
campus) work to suppress revi
sionist research and demand that
students and faculty ape this fas
cist behavior. If you refuse to
accept the Lipstadt clique as your
intellectual fuhrers, you risk
being slandered as an "anti-semite." These quasi-religious holo-

yours
'"nSf you doub, what U,ey
are

%\

\

recognized," said Cheryl Sloup,
administrative secretary for the
office of vice president.
"We realized we were very
weak on building pride and team
spirit here on our campus,
Redden said. "We weren't able to

draw the line?
I think that before the University decides to sell alcohol or open a
campus pub these issues need to be greatly considered. It is no fun
dealing with drunks, especially in that type of atmosphere...but then
again if you are the one who is drinking who cares-

CONDI!

If you are a caring individual for or against alcoholic beverages at
campus sporting events let us know by sending in a letter to the edi
tor.
Top Ten reasons why Pacific
Foot ball beat Sac State..
10. They weren't weighed
own by a Mallard's feast the
night before.
9. God listened this time.
8. They were really playing
the Sac State cheerleaders.
7. The great accommoda
tions in Weimyss hall.
6. Last remnants of the losing
Pac Team graduated last year.
5. Pads were replaced by
quilted Northern tissue.
4. Someone paid off Sac
State.
3. They loved the new Pep
Band's spirit and enthusiasm.
2. Someone finally told them
the object of the game is to win.
And the number one reason
why Pacific Football beat Sac
State...
1. Our football team is actu

War r e

1

;%l

Letters Policy
Have you got something you want to say about an
article or opinion you have seen in The Pacifican?
Problems or praise with policies, people or places on
campus? Write a letter to the editor with your com
ments. The Pacifican is widely distributed to the cam
pus and read by nearly every student, faculty and
staff member of the University. Now is your chance to
be heard.
All letters to the editor must be typed and have a
verifiable signature, local address and phone number.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and
submissions for length, factual information, libel and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Friday at 5 p.m. for
the following Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your
letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, Third Floor,
Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211.

ally good!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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"Uh, Dad. I want to go to cook
ing school." It was a random
request, but at the time, I thought
he could handle it.
My dad was a reasonable guy.
When I wanted to go skydiving he
said, "sure, Son." When I asked to
take the car cross-country he said,
"fine, Son." When I needed a twen
ty he said, "here, Son." I thought
that my dad would be the first to
support this rather liberal plunge
out of high school into the domestic
world. I would be a role model; a
Peacemaker; a supporter of equal
fights in the kitchen.
You what?" It was monotone
response, unusual for my upbeat
dad.

Jon Kosell
v,.....v
Well, instead of college, I
The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final exam week, by students
0ught it might be kinda cool to be
of the University of the Pacific. The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all submitted materials. Editor;
* co°k. I had really planned this
comments reflect the vims and opinions of the majority
of the Pacifican
editorial board, unless personally
7
/
M. U V I I I V U I I C U I l U I I U I l / v / w i v . , —
1
n^°ut-' could move to California
signed. The Pacifican
office
is
located
—
^
-l
•
,
„
•
•<cwtonn.
on the third floor of Hand Hall, University of the Pacific, Stockton,
—- — "
n
Calif., 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday,""
ive at the San Francisco
. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. or by appointment.
wo 'u 7 AcadernYtwo years I
Business: 946-2155
wo T? be a master chef. Maybe I
Editorial: 946-2115
b U , Worb on a cruise ship or at a
meet restaurant- Then I would
dinner°me ^0t wa*tress; make her
aft^T' name one of my restaurants
mvlif 6i" Yeab>1 Pretty much had
^sketched out.
Advisor
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Tara Saragon
Sophomore
Political Science

Do you think alcoholic beverages should be sold at sporting events?
Sandy Denham
Sophomore
Communications

Brad Gordon
Sophomore
Business/Japanese

David Rosenberg
Freshmen
Business
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Huy Pham
Senior
Electrical Engineer

Rebecca Williams
Junior
Sports Sciences
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8et a bachelor of arts,
go to cooking
t h a t , t h e n we'll
— —
see,

Want to
t e r

*Sure>Dad»
,

Ca*fipUs
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Years of food on this

'*'«»

f»« how to cook. I
one
at Grace.
!°ph°n.oP5eU<l0 ki,che" came
' 'nt°a townlyear' when I moved
My f n 0use.

mk
"Yes
people go to have
fun. 1 don't think any major
damage would be caused."

^rnttOU°P-

Tbree

"If UOP is a wet campus,
why shouldn't it be sold — as
long as Public Safety is there
to keep it under control."

Yes there will be more fan
participation.

"Yes. Our economy needs the
money."
Yneedsthe

j^Per ^St

• °U don't want to see
People drunk...you
i want to
enjoy the event."

meal w»s

Z* <

an event.

, h jt's f
tKd Utensilw Cilarge °f the table
"Legally if y°u re 21
hh
S>,
•« •»
but I wouldn't PronJ,
ln
,?8aiti,ej ,, Y roommate Josh
it...people get outo
Skt w'!" "A""1"- iI guess ne
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somen°Uld probably be

iSSy heavy ones.
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pacific's finest is recognized o f f e r e d o n
Land use
c o u r s e

But were the prisoners kilUn
;I W a r r e n
did they die of typhus or Sn °f
- ~ A
A «

other disease during the last w6

red as
'tember s
fL valued
ofl0

weeks of the war? Auton
S
made by allied medical per^
found that they died of
Not one individual was founT*'
have been gassed. All such J*
vant information is purpos'u •Editor
omitted from the exhibit, w ^have all seen it and many
don't even know that the de I L-n tempted to park there,
pictured in the photo are Jew", L space is reserved for the
Unable to judge the signifi3 fpre specifically, the Most
of the photograph yourself anri ^Pacificannot wanting to believe the muse ,tfe wanted to recognize the
urn would mislead you, the view, leoncampus who were realer id moved to accept the dishon Je superstars-making this a
est suggestion that it represents 0 place to be," said Vice
the genocide of the Jews.
Vjent for Institutional
School bureaucrats, career-dri
ven professors, and an opulent
holocaust lobby of self-described
intellectual giants who live in
abject fear of open debate on this
matter, make up the last barrier
against the free exchange of ideas
about the debate is somehow
dangerous to the Jewish commu
nity. Don't believe it! Open
debate will benefit Jews and
Gentiles alike—for precisely the
same reasons.

Bradley R. Smith
Director of Open Debate on
the Holocaust
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^ 3 ' z e people a s w e " a s w e
«« . .
This is more a reflection not
just on me, but also on my staff,"
said UOP Bookstore Director A1
Warren, September's Most
Valuable Pacifican. "I have a good
crew. If I didn't have them, I'd
probably have gotten 'Heel of the
Year.' All of them working togeth
er is what makes it possible."

,-

Most Valuable Pacifican was
implemented in the Fall of 1992,
but the first recipient, Dr. Maria
Dash, was not announced until
November and has only been suc
ceeded by three others.

"We went one month with no
nominees on the list," Redden
said. "It took people a while to
Redden.
Jfancement Curt
realize they had to send in for
Ills is one special way to say
these." Faculty and staff can be
nominated by anybody, including
. . .
.
, ,
This recognition is made with
students. Then, the vice presi
^VP award, which honors
dents look over the nominations,
OP faculty and staff (except the
shorten the list down to three or
•resident, vice presidents, deans
four nominees and approve the
3(| department heads) who go
MVP. Announcement of the new
lo* and beyond the call of duty
MVP is made monthly in the
,1 do special things. The award
University Bulletin.
slor excellence in customer ser"It's been superb. We have had
e, team-building and for maknominations from every area on
jUOP a better place for stucampus," said Redden. "I would
dests.
say it's one of the best things that
'Curt loves the Walt Disney
has happened to staff moral."
nproach, where everybody is
"What we have seen is when
nportant and they all need to be
ever we have recognized one of
recognized," said Cheryl Sloup,
these outstanding people—others
itainistrative secretary for the
start looking at themselves a little
dice of vice president.
bit closer," Redden said.
"We realized we were very
The Most Valuable Pacifican is
takon building pride and team
awarded either a long weekend
[spirit here on our campus,"
(Friday and Monday off, with
redden said. "We weren't able to
pay) or a $100 gift certificate

^ ft
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Uh, Dad 1 want to go to cookschool." It was a random
request, but at the time, I thought
f could handle it.
My dad was a reasonable guy.
%n 1 wanted to go skydiving he
—-1 aiuv,
sure, Son."
quu. When
VVllCIi IJ asked iv
to
•to 'he car cross-country he said,
Yuie, Son." When I needed a twenhe said, "here, Son." I thought
tat my dad would be the first to
iJPport this rather liberal plunge
wt of high school into the domestic
"Mid. I would be a role model; a
peacemaker; a supporter of equal
|ts in the kitchen.
You what?" It was monotone
,!sPonse, unusual for my upbeat

sch i

U Want t0

8°

t0 cookin8

0^°„o aher that, then we'll see,
Sure,

I
Legally if you're 21 it's Oat I wouldn't promote
...people get out of hand.

I had decided to make pasta. It
was hardy, but still a delicacy for
college kids used to birdseed. It took
me an hour to get everything ready.
Luckily, I had already bargained that
he who cooks, does not do dishes.
The
*.***• place was a mess. I had
grease on the floor, in the fridge and
down the air vents. Whipping
cream was dribbling down the cabi
nets and pooling in a shoe at the
end of the counter. I was just glad I
had left my mom back in
Washington.
I plopped three plates full of
pasta on the table. There was an
awkward moment as the three of us
were actually face to face with my
first kitchen concoction
"Shouldn't we say a prayer or
something," said Josh. I think he

"'^"guess it was a success, even
though after cleaning up *e
"j
the kitchen, it was decided I should
cook only three nights a week.

Creamy Fettuccine
8 ounces bacon, chopped
1 cup shredded carrots
1 cup frozen peas, thawed
1 cup fresh
parsley
2 cup whipping cream
2 cup gmted Parmesan chme
1 pound fettuccine, fresh y

1
J

so, I went to UOP.
ree fun y
ears 0f
on this
J- w°uld be enough to make
)atjUe Want to learn how to cook. I
C°took bacon in skillet, until crisp
My 1SUryived one year at Grace.
50p,lrst Pseudo kitchen came Transfer bacon to paper towel to
0rn°re year, when 1 moved
S Pour off all but 1 tablespoon
a town house.
S from Skillet. Add carrots, peas
fy y first meal was
_ ...
an event
and parsley and cook on me o
and Wascharge of the table
and Parsi^r
jn cream and
lOnsi's (she wanted to use
jf*1
and sjmmer until thick1
Ofg , ar*d my roommate Josh
Partn
nk about 3^ min. dwp
Place fpttuccui
fettuccine
the drinks. I guess he
in Urge bowl. Add sauce and stir
8ht we would probably be
l?.n Sprinklewitbbaconandsepre.
iEmewettvheav

c a m p u s

10
lib,ar>'late
lalc at
nisht: said
said
to ,hc
the library
at night,"

Pl.nirp Tark.
Turl- "I
"T it.cf
student Eunice
just
assumed it was some kind of fac
ulty's member parking space."
"It's still an honor," said
Warren, who took the $100 gift
certificate for his wife to use at
the bookstore. "It's an ego-build
ing thing. To me, it's well appreci
ated."
"We are a service organiza
tion," said Warren, who has
placed a suggestion box in the
store for students to submit ideas
about improvements or changes
they would like to see made at the
bookstore.
"Warren's ability to create a
customer
service-oriented,
^ friendly atmosphere has made
g the Bookstore an enjoyable place
g for all," according to the Office of
University Relations. "His will2 ingness to tackle and solve the
numerous and varied problems
he is given is well-known, and his
working relationship with
administration, campus employ
UOP Bookstore Director Al Warren stands next to the sign that denotes his
ees, students and off-campus rep
resentatives is excellent."
Warren came to UOP in 1969
from the UOP Bookstore, special them (people who park in the
recognition from the president space) parking tickets for it," as the assistant manager of the
Redden said. "We think they bookstore and was promoted to
and regents and dinner for two at
director in 1976. "They have been
one of Stockton's best restaurants would want to respect it."
But Warren has not been given
having to put up with me ever
(for faculty MVPs only) and a
this well-deserved respect. "So since."
MVP plaque and auto insignia.
far, I've been able to have it for
But there is one more award
that does not receive the respect it four and a half days. Somebody's
deserves - the reserved parking always in it."
When several students on
space for the MVP. The recipient
campus
were asked what they
is entitled to this "premium spot
thought
of the parking space,
for one month" and can have the
"Reserved for Most Valuable most replied they thought it was
reserved for professors and never
Pacifican" sign placed wherever
John Luft
thought
of parking in the space.
they vypuld liferlo park on cam
"I always assumed it was for Guest Writer
pus. But thisl|af is rarely avail

Well, instead of college, I
"ght it might be kinda cool to be
was stalling.
„ .
' i0°k" I had really planned this
"Well, it smells pretty OK, said
P,e °ut' I could move to California
Pepper, in a feeble attempt at boost'nd live at the San Francisco
Culilinary Academy. In two years I
ing confidence.
"Geez, you guys." I was getting
*°u^ be a master chef. Maybe I
u
disturbed.
H° ld work on a cruise ship or at a
"OK OK." Josh shoved a huge
each r«taurant. Then I would
wad into his mouth. He rolled it
some hot waitress; make her
around like cud initially, then slowly
5lfr' name one of my restaurants
worked out a taste.
e[,'ler* Yeah, I pretty much had
"Hey, this is pretty good, sweet• j'fe sketched out.
Kevi you are going to col- fc"
, ««in,
raid Peppen dK*«, «£»»£
J said my dad, abruptly ending
"Right on, ov,
^ mouth.
J««dlelight dinner with my
noodl« dang
y, ut °ad, what's the big deal.
s
r !°' school, isn't it." I wasn't
a
, y Prepared for such strong
j0n- My dad seemed pretty set
one though.
you get a bachelor of arts,

•
HR /?•»••• IlK...

lebecca Nelson
Across the Campus Editor
David A. Storer, M.S., AICP,
a senior planner for the city of
Tracy is offering a class entitled
"You and Your World" at Pacific
this fall. This course will
explore the controversial and
complex issues of land use
planning and the effect of the
decisions made by professionals
on today's world and the
future's.
"You and Your World" is
designed to help improve map
reading skills, introduce the
various players in the "game",
both public and private, and
provide an overview of th
institutional, legal and historic
basis for planning in Californi
(and San Joaquin County).
5
The course will be offered fo
two units of extended educafio
credit or three units!' of
Continuing Education Units
(CEUs). It will be held Tuesday
and Thursday nights ffq®/?
p.m. to 9 p.m., Oct. ^2
9. Registration is recommended
by Oct. 7.
Contact Office of l.ifetofig
Learning in McConchie Hall at
(209) 946-2424.5n 3flj
"'JW
wirr

R.O.A.D. teaches
social awareness

able td the honortff and the sign
was recently stolen, for the third
time since implementation of the
award.
"We really don't want to give

professors and the Board of
Regents," said student Julie
Brown.
"I park there sometimes. All
my friends park there when we go

From the Chief's Desk:
Building a Positive Self-Concept
Bob Calaway
Chief of Police
In this article, I want to share some thoughts about positive selfconcept. Mr. Brian Tracy in "The Psychology of Achievement" talks
about how important it is to link intelligent thought with appropriate
action and follow-through. Once we grasp a particular idea and how to
apply it, we must put it to work in our daily life. You will find your
goals being accomplished faster. You also will enjoy your work and

What does the word "party"
mean to you? Does it mean hav
ing fun, relaxing and getting away
from your problems? Or does it
mean getting drunk or getting
high? The two are definitely not
the same thing.
The R.O.A.D. (Responsible
Options for Alcohol and Drugs)
program on campus is trying to
get this exact message across to
students. The program's purpose
is to educate students about the

effects of alcohol and drugs,
R.O.A.D. takes volunteers and
trains them to be peer educators,
who offer strictly confidential
counseling. Their job is to visit
your life more.
various clubs and organizations
Ask yourself a few questions. Why are some people more successful
on
campus and in the commu
than others? Why do some people enjoy better health or receive greater
nity
and inform them of the
satisfaction from life than others do? The purpose of Brian Tracy's
effects that alchohol and drugs
"The Psychology of Achievement" is to help you unlock your personal
have on their body, as well as on
potential to achieve what you really want in life. He says there are six
their personal life, friends and
requirements for success.
families.
The first requirement is peace of mind, freedom from fear and free
A monitor training program is
dom from anger and guilt. The second requirement for success is good
also
provided for club and Greek
health and a high degree of energy. If we do not have our health or
organizations
planning a func
energy, we do not get very much satisfaction from life. The third
tion
on
campus
where alcohol
requirement for success is loving and mature relationships with people.
The fourth requirement is financial freedom. We do not seem to enjoy will be available. These monitors
are trained to recognize when a
life when we have financial worries. The fifth belief is commitment to
person has had enough and
worthy goals and ideals. We all need meaning and purpose in our life.
should
call for a ride home,
The sixth requisite for success is a feeling of personal fulfillment. We
instead of driving.
have a feeling that we are becoming everything we are capable of
So far, approximately 200 stuAccording to Mr Tracy, there are principles for operating the
human machine. One principle, the "law of control," simply means "I
feel good about myself to the degree ,I feel in control of my life." We
also feel out of harmony with ourselves to the degree we feel controlled
by circumstances or by other people. Control of our feelings begins
with taking control of thoughts in our conscious mind.
Another principle, the "law of accident," says that accidents just hap
pen and we do not have any control. A good portion of us lives by the
law of accident. We must establish short term goals and long term goals
to help mitigate these "accidents" from just happening. We reach our
goals by taking daily action and working toward accomplishments. lust
maybe this positive attitude of "yes I can" will make the difference.
^
The "law of cause and effect" is the opposite of the "law of accident.
This principle says that for every effect there is specific cause. Many
people believe we can control many situations in our lives. For exam
ple, the thoughts we have can cause positive feelings or negative feel
ings within us. These feelings become reality one way or the other.
Another principle in the building of a positive sell-concept is the
"law of belief." According to Brian Tracy, whatever we believe with feel
ing becomes our reality. Even if we have beliefs that are totally inconsis
tent with reality, because we believe them to be true, they become true
for us. A positive self-concept makes for a good life.

marily because it coincides with
National Alcohol Awareness
Week (Oct. 18-23) and San
Joaquin County's Red Ribbon
Week (Oct. 23-30).
The Red Ribbon Week five
mile Walk-A-Thon on Oct. 23 is
one scheduled event that will
start at the Weberstown Mall.
UOP students are encouraged to
participate as 50 percent of the
pledge money collected will be
returned to the campus organiza
tion.
"This is an exceptional way to
raise funds for your organization
while promoting alcohol educa
tion and awareness," said Peggy
Rosson, the director of the
R.O.A.D. program.
Mike Garrett, athletic director
from the University of Southern
California, will be speaking on
campus on Oct. 12 about how
alcohol has negatively affected his
life and the lives of those around
him.
The R.O.A.D. program will be
holding an organizational meet
ing on Oct. 21 at noon for those
who would like to volunteer in
the planning of events to pro
mote an alcohol and drug-free
campus environment.
For more information, call
Peggy Rosson at 946-2177 or 9462256.

dents have been trained through
the program, in its 14 years of
existence.
Dave Poland has been involved
with the program for two years.
His job is to train new volunteers
and monitors, as well as coordi
nating presentations for residence
halls and other campus organiza
tions.
"The overall success (of the
program) is good. I think it is
going really well," said Poland.
"We want to help students form
their own ideas about drugs and
alcohol. The workshops really
help (keep the students
informed)."
The group plans activities
aimed at keeping the students
aware. The majority of their pro
grams are held in October, pri-

CONGRATULATIONS
to
Our New
Fall Pledges
of

Delta Gamma
Mia Dentoni
Krissy Ghee
Terra Await
Vivian Tracy
Francesca Lowe
Lorrie Gilstrap
Jennifer Walker
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The faculty art show
Angelica Passantino
Guest Writer
The group exhibition by the
faculty at UOP displays the
diversity of personal style as
well as the manipulation of a
wide range of media. Artists in
this
show
include Ray
VarnBuhler, Daniel Kasser,
Barbara Flaherty, Lucinda
Kasser and Dick Kakuda.
A large predatory pitch fork
invades the fertile landscape of
the central valley in Daniel
Kasser's photograph "Site
Proposal #8" (1993). This sur
real - sized pitch fork is sym
bolic of developers and compa
nies stripping the land of its
natural beauty for material

special
may w

stay. U

Of To\
inexpei
along
indulgi

active rather than passive.
gain. Thus, if constant develop
"Apiculture 1993" is a
ment continues there will be
miniature ceramic Greek tem
no land left for posterity. An
ple sculpture containing a
ominous presence is suggested
metallic gun-like structure by
through not only the pitch
Dick Kakuda. There are tiers
fork, but also by a hazy golden
that lead up to smooth ionic
brown film that invades the
columns that house the power
photograph.
ful weapon. Thus, just as the
Art as a process is best
Greeks idealized their gods we
exemplified by the watercolor
idealize the powers of the gun.
and pastel work of Barbara
In this way the purity of the
Flaherty. In "Turoe", the
dynamic swirling strokes create Greek temple is juxtaposed
with the ugliness of violence in
a sense of energy that ascends
our society.
into an unearthly realm. Color
A rich variety of media and
and lines replace the need for
personal styles creates an eclec
defined material images. Thus,
what becomes important is tic rhythm within the gallery.
one's physical and personal This show will be exhibited
until Oct. 4 in the R.H.
response to the work. In this
Reynolds gallery.
way, the viewer must become

Top 10 Movies

Top 10 Singles

1. The Age of Innocence starring
Daniel-Day Lewis
2. Undercover Blues Kathleen
Turner
3. A Man Without a Face Mel
Gibson
4. The Fugitive Harrison Ford
5. Needful Things Max von
Sydow
6. Fortress Christopher Lambert
7. The Real McCoy Kim Basinger
8. Kalifornia Brad Pitt
9. True Romance Christian Slater
10. Jurassic Park Jeff Goldblum

1. Billy Joel "The River Of
Dreams," (Columbia) Last Week:
No. 2
2. SWV "Right Here (Human Nature)/Downtown," (RCA) No. 1
3. Shai "Baby I'm Yours,"
(Gasoline Alley/MCA) No. 3
4. Toni Braxton "Another Sad
Love Song," (Laface/Arista) No. 11
5. Jazzy JefT & Fresh Prince
"Boom! Shake The Room," (Jive)
No. 7
6. Aerosmith "Cryin'," (Geffen)
No. 5
7. 2Pac "I Get Around," (Interscope) No. 12
8. Mariah Carey "Dreamlover,"
(Columbia) No. 8
9. Red Hot Chili Peppers "Soul
To Squeeze," (Warner) No. 10
10. Zhane "Hey Mr. D.J.," (Flavor
Unit/Epic) No. 14

A film made by Martin
Scorsese can always be assumed
as a classic, "The Age of
Innocence" does not fall short of
this belief. This film is based on
a novel by Edith Wharton and
with an all star cast of Daniel
Day-Lewis, Michelle Pfeiffer, and
Winona Ryder, and incredibly
elaborate sets, lives up to this
belief. Set in 1870s New York
high society, Day-Lewis plays a
young lawyer named Newland
Archer whose family is highly
affluent. He becomes engaged to
Winona Ryder while falling in
love with her cousin, Countess
Ellen Olenska, played by
Michelle Pfeiffer. The Countess
returns to New York from
Europe to escape her Nobleman
husband. The two fall in love
but realize it is an impossible

trip. I

any of i
Visito
(707)2

Top C&W Singles

Top R&B/Soul

1. Wynonna "Only Love,"
(Curb/MCA) Last Week: No. 4
2. Aaron Tippin "Working Man's
Ph.D.," (RCA) No. 3]
3. Joe Diffie "Prop Me Up Beside
The Jukebox (If I Die)" (Epic) No. 5
4. Clay Walker "What's It To
You," (Giant) No. 10
5. Vince Gill "One More Last
Chance," (MCA) No. 6
6. George Strait "Easy Come,
Easy Go," (MCA) No. 7
7. Clint Black "No Time To Kill,"
(RCA) No. 8
8. Travis Tritt "Looking Out For
Number One," (Warner) No. 9
9. Bob Howdy "A Cowboy's Bom
With A Broken Heart," (Curb Album
Cut) No. 14
10. Brother Phelps "Let Go,"
(Asylum) No. 16

1. Zhane "Hey Mr. D.J.," (Flavor
Unit/Epic) Last Week: No. 1
2. Babyface "For The Cool In
You," (Epic) No. 2
3. Joe "I'm In Luv," (Mercury) No.
4. Bell Biv Devoe "Something In
Your Eyes," (MCA) No. 4
5. Jazzy Jeff & Fresh Prince
"Boom! Shake The Room," (Jive)
No. 6
6. Earth, Wind & Fire "Sunday
Morning," (Reprise) No. 8
7. Maze Featuring Frankie
Beverly "Laid Back Girl," (Warner)
No. 12
8. The O'Jays "Somebody Else
Will," (EMI/ERG) No. 14
9. Intro "Come Inside," (Atlantic)
No. 15
10. Luther Vandross "Heaven
Knows," (Epic) No. 17

NEW KIM TAR
Chinese, Cambodian & Vietnamese Cuisine

Corner of March Lane 8i Pershing next to TOGO'S EATERY

1425 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207

Telephone: (209) 473-3240
Open daily: 9:00am-9:00pm
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LOVING: Casey Allv o
'A
Cooper were stranded af p'f^n^^®uren
during a violent storm. tyJL
had a minor accident with 1" S
Writer
Alex and Dinah Lee took 1?* »! »"
Meed to get out of town?
rS
nearby cave where she wat
why not wine and dine
to leam he had once been JUrpS
Ava Meanwhile, Shana
"'ifand visit the Napa Valley.
in'o ^
c n„\:c
premature labor, and Tess h
Valley- one of California's
stormy conditions to drive
hospital. The baby's hi^0! # famous wine producing
began in the 1850s as a
delayed, but Angie advised . *as
,0
stay in bed for the rest of h
fid Rush center. The original
nancy- At Heather's birthday > evine cuttings were supplied
J.J. s dog ran off with Clav nn
riests from the missions at
him into the cave where
Dinah-Lee were sheltering
.a,1(i !o„oma and San Rafael. Today,
g.Wai
See: Ava's emotinnc g° into tT( La Valley is a leader in the
time confusion as she°tries V °!er'
)jlierican table wine industry,
with her current feelings for jl?
J' popular tours of wineries and
and her past feelings for AW
ONE LIFE TO LIVE- a
rineyards in Napa Valley are
devastated when his attemnm |..ated in towns between
propose to Nora was cut shon hvV°
falistoga, St.
Helena and
statement that she might have caJ
fountville.
Make
sure
to visit my
Sarah s death, and that she sj
other course but to move out I
personal favorites Domaine
told Tina about the miscarriage ? Carneros and St. Supery. Both

The Counting Crows: Do an interview
Eric Lynner
Guest Writer

the heart of the Napa Valley wine
country. Brunch, lunch and din
ner excursions are presented in
restored Pullman dining cars,
while hors d'oeuvres and wine
tasting are offered in the lounge
cars.
At the head of Napa
Valley you will find Calistoga, a
town full of health resorts with
natural hot-water geysers, miner
al springs and mineralized mud
baths. Why not enjoy looking at
the scenery from the heights of a
hot air balloon. Several compa
nies give breathtaking trips which
include photos, brunch and
champagne. Prices range from
$120 to $170 per person.

featured on the television
where he would invest in Alev jtow "Life Styles Of The Rich
nightclub. Cain and Angela decide] and Famous".
they would concoct a major con and
Although Napa Valley is
then leave town together. Dorian was t commonly known for its
w0S
sure she was making Emily believe
Sloan was sexually harassing her. wineries, it also serves as home to
Clint returned to Llanview. Alex agreat number of fine restaulearned Cain and Angela signed anan unts, health resorts, historical
fhfhreddadteAher first husba"d
R
Bobby,
died. Asa agreed to a del

#ere

ZX&

Jite and exciting hot air balloon

en in Napa, visit the
See: Luna reacts to the presence ol ^es'
Bobby's ghost.
famous Napa Valley Wine Train.
YOUNG AND THE REST. located at 1275 McKinstry St.,
LESS: John assured Jill that William
the Wine Train is a 36-mile, 3will have an equal financial share
lour
journey that winds through
with his other children. Jack was
delighted when Brad resigned. Brad,
however, reminded him that he held m
a large portion of Newman stockandi
was co-trustee for Victor's children]
Douglas called Lauren to bring a full
wardrobe to the apartment for one
Victor's friends. Later, Victor
Hope locked themselves in hii
bedroom when Douglas arrived to
the grand tour of the place. Victorii
and Cole drew closer. Nikki wi
puzzled when Cole drew back fri
her embrace. Wait To See:
realizes he has to deal with his feel
ings for Cricket.

Due to the large amount
of visitors that Napa Valley
receives, be sure to make reserva
tions for particular restaurants,
special events or wineries you
may want to visit during your
stay. Unfortunately this "Get Out
Of Town" trip does not come
inexpensively, so be sure to take
along your credit cards and
indulge yourself on a well spent
trip. For more information on
any of theses locations contact the
Visitor Information Center at
(707) 226-7459.

©1993 hy King Features Synd

The Counting Crows are a
newly signed band on the David
Geffen Company label, with a
debut LP titled, "August and
Everything After". The Crow's
distinctive style got them imme
diate attention in the Bay Area
from both local club-goers and
music industry insiders. Their
immediate rise to the starting
gates of an industry full of hard
knocks shows some definite
promise in their future, which
happens to include performing in
the McCaffrey Center during
Pacific Hour, noon to 1 p.m.
today. Sept. 30. Scott Kirkpatrick
and Tamara Cates' production
company, Opportunity Rocks,
will be putting together this
event.
Recently, I had the chance to
interview a key member of the
group, keyboardist/accordion
player, Charlie Gillingham.
Q. How are things going for
you right now?
A. Well, the band is really
happy. You know, we are just
headed out on the road, out to
meet America.
Q. Is this your first nationwide
tour?
A. Right, this is our first real
tour as a band... All we have
done as a band so far is play
shows around town and make a
record. So this is our first real
road trip. Everybody is really
excited about it. We went up to
Portland, Seattle, Vancouver and
those places. We just had a great
tyne and we are headed out from
here.
Q. How long is the tour set to
go for?
A. Well, it's indefinite, we are

Marcela Rodriguez

Telephone: (209) 473-3240
Open daily: 9:00am-9:00pm

t
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Playwright Vallarino returns to Pacific

—

Sandy Persels
^P^of Drama and Dance

^HOTLINE
FLU SHOTS
AND

t IMMUNIZA tions
three

injections)

University of the Pacific alumnas Mark Vallarino (1982)
eturns to campus on Oct. 13 for
e Premier of his play, "The
erican National Mall," which
°Pens the 1993-94 Department of
ram and Dance season of
a
ailmni originals.
^llarino was a student at
0p from 1978 to 1982. He
raduated with a bachelor's
^gree in drama and a minor in
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T NOW!
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play music and see each other
week after week in the clubs and
pretty soon you all know each
other.
Q: When a band initially gets
together, sometimes they can run
into a lot of discouraging stuff
such as "pay to play" gigs. Tell us
about your early times together
with the band.
A: Well, one of the nice things
about San Francisco is that there
aren't any of those places. There
were only a couple and they just
closed. That is more of an aspect
of the L.A. scene where...I mean
L.A. is a terrible place to play
music. Can you say it in print!
L.A. is a terrible place to play
because they have these "pay to
plays" and people are so obsessed
with the music business, you
know, there is nothing you can
do. Whereas up here, you can
pretty much get a show, I mean
they won't pay you much money,
but you can go play. Let's
see...early days of this band take
two (laughs). We got together to
make a demo basically. We just
made this demo, people liked it
and we did about six shows in
about a month and a half. All of
the shows were very nice. People
started coming and suddenly
there were tons of people coming
just over the course of just a cou
ple of months...you know—big
lines down the block. It just
mushroomed really fast those
first three months we were
together.
Q: With the upcoming show
at UOP, what do you like about
doing a college show like that?
A: Yeah, it is great because col
lege kids are really into music.
Yeah, a college audience is great
cause they are going to be inter
ested in the music first and fore
most.

Saloon

Pershing next to TOGO'S EATERY

f

about pretty little pop songs or
anything like that. What the
lyrics are trying to get at, and
what the band is really trying to
get at, is deep feelings, inside the
audience and stuff and...a lot of
the lyrics are about suicide and
memory and loss, the future and
love and all this stuff that kind of
matters. And the singer, Adam
(Duritz), he is really coming from
a place of complete commitment
to the song. So that is what we
are all about.
Q. How would you feel if you
saw a video of yours on "Beavis
and Butthead?"
A. (Laughs) Great Question!
...Oh, I don't know—I hope they
make fun of the other guys in the
band and not me! That is all I
have to say. I hope they don't
make fun of my haircut.
Q. Will they call you guys
wusses or cool ?
A. Oh no, yeah, no question
about it—we'll be wusses. "You
guys are wusses!" (laughs) No
they are definitely going to give it
to us.
Q. You guys are from the Bay
area. Describe the scene there.
A. Well, San Francisco is a
small town. A lot of musicians
tend to know each other because
there are a lot of places to play
and they are all pretty much in
San Francisco. If you are going
out for the night, one of the
nicest things to do is go see a
friend play. Being in a big city is
really good for a musician
because when you are in a big
city, there are a lot of people who
are playing their own music and
playing music that they care
about..-So I guess there is always a
scene in San Francisco, but I
think there is always a scene in
every big urban center. There is
always a bunch of people who

Bros, at
Silverado

>dian & Vietnamese Cuisine

i

going to be going with Midnight
Oil for three or four shows, and
then we are going to be with the
Cranberries for...God knows how
long, probably on into November
and then we are just going to
keep on going. We might do
Europe next year, we are going to
do a whole year of reading and
touring.
Q. I noticed that the band's
name is in the lyrics of one of
your songs, "Murder of One"...is
it?
A. Very observant.
Q. Who thought of the name
and where did he come up with
it?
A. Well, that thing in the song
there—that is an English divina
tion rhyme, you know, like a
nursery rhyme...that you used to
tell the future, right? So you are
walking down the street...in
Ireland I guess...and you see a
whole bunch of crows, and you
say, "One, two, three, four, five—
five crows." And it's like one for
sorrow, two for joy, three for girl,
four for boy, anyway, so you can
predict if it is going to rain or not
or whatever you know, it's like
talking about the future.
Q. One thing I have noticed
with all your tunes is that they are
full of life and they build up to a
point where the feeling is really
strong and powerful. Did that
come naturally for the band?
How was it recording the album
and capturing that feeling on
CD? I can really feel it on the CD
so I am sure it is probably more
so live.
A. Yeah, especially live. Well
you know the music is very pas
sionate and that is kind of wbpt it
is all about. In a lot of ways, what
this band is all about is trying to
invoke some really strong feel
ings, you know... We are not

Cactus
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During his four years at

Oe performed both comic
draamatic roles in such plays

Sh a
*n tbe Theater," "The
B
and"
°X" "The Mandrake"
arat/,
abl ^
Sade." His considere
l^ acting talent, combined with
lvo
intone singing voice,
ro'es i° operettas, musi„ and plays including "Grease,
«jl e Pirates of Penzance,"
ln^Cacci°" and "Kiss Me Kate."
Vallarino was a company
er

of UOP's summer reper

tory theater at Fallon House
Theatre in Columbia State
Historic Park, where after only
one week's rehearsal, he played
the demanding lead role of Ben
Rumson in the musical, Paint
Your Wagon."
Immediately after graduating
from UOP, Vallarino went to New
York to pursue an acting career
but changed direction when, as
he puts it, he found his writing
voice and switched gears He is
currently working on a collection
of short stories and finishing his
first novel. Vallarino says there
are more plays to come!"
Vallarino will speak to classes
in the Department of Drama an
Dance on Thursday. Oct. 14 and
will participate in a talk-back
session with the audience after
the opening of "The American
National Art Mall" that evening
For more information or to make
reservations call 946-2116.

"A rough hewed clan of likeminded musicians who look like
Soundgarden, speak loudly and
carry a big dulcimer" and "a cross
between Van Halen, Flatt and
Scruggs" are just two quotes used
to describe the Cactus Brothers,
an up-and-coming band from
Nashville, Tenn. Country fans
might recognize the Cactus
Brothers from their appearance
in the George Straits movie,
"Pure Country." But even if you
are not a big country fan, you will
still be irresistibly drawn to the
Cactus Brothers. Rather than
playing twangy "old" country
music, they have managed to
combine the raw Appalachian
sound with punk-powered music.
On Oct. 1, you will have a rare
opportunity to experience the
Cactus Brothers live, at their only
club date in California. The
Cactus Brothers will be playing at
the Silverado Saloon, convenient
ly located on the outskirts of
Stockton.
The Silverado Saloon is located
in historic Pollardville. For those
of you who have never been out
to Pollardville, you are in for a
real treat. The whole "town" is a
ghost town, complete with gunfighters. The Silverado is housed
in the Palace Showboat, an
authentic relic from the gold rush

T h e Cactus

Brothers will be

era.
To get there, just take Highway
99 headed north and take the
Eight Mile Road exit. Turn right
onto Frontage Road and the club
will be on your left. Tickets for
the Cactus Brothers show are $5
and can be purchased at the door.
Visa, Mastercard and ATM cards
are accepted.
The Silverado is open Tuesday
through Saturday, with free coun
try dance lessons every day and
live bands on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights.

playing at

the

Silverado on October

Words of
Wisdom
I am only one; but I still am
one. 1 cannot do everything,
but 1 can do something; I will
not refuse to do the something
I can do.
-Helen Keller

1
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PORTS

[aistair McHugh,
orts Editor

The Pacific Water Polo team
traveled to Annapolis, Maryland
to play in the Navy Tournament.
The Tigers prevailed in all its
games, beating Navy -12-5,
University of Massachusetts 21-6
and Bucknell 18-3. The number
five ranked Tigers had a great
weekend, and look ready to play
more worthy opponents.
Senior Todd Hinders led the
Pacific charge, scoring 12 goals
throughout the tournament.
Fellow senior Todd Hosmer and
junior Darren Baldwin added 11
goals each during the weekend,
along with sophomore Brad
Schumacher, who had 10 goals of
his own.
Other offensive contributers
included Rey Rivera with seven
goals, and Boyd Lachance and
Antony Cullwick both with five
goals a piece. Sophomore Matt
Kipp and junior transfer Axel
Wohlfarth tossed in a couple each
as well, while Brent Layng added
on goal to the cause.
The new two-point goal line
went into effect this year, and
Baldwin scored Pacific's first ever.
Hosmer, Rivera and Cullwick

The Pacific Field Hockey team
opened its Nor Pac Conference
season last Thursday, losing to
rival Stanford 4-0 at Brookside
Field. Stanford had just lost in
sudden-death overtime the game
before, and were hungry when
they met the Tigers.
"The team came out pretty
flat," coach Carla Konet com
mented, "and
Stanford seemed very emo
tionally ready for us."

Vision Tea!

All-American Sarah Hollick
led the Cardinal, scoring the final

j93 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

Sports Quiz

at least six differences in d

by Larry Duncan
DALLAS COWBOYS
1. Name the first Cowboy ever to
score 100 or more points in a season.
2. Name the only Cowboy punter
ever to record a punt of 80 or more
yards.
3. Name the only three teams to
defeat the Cowboys last year.
4. Name the last Cowboy QB to
pass for over 400 yards in a game.
5. Name the only Cowboy running
back to rush for over 200 yards in a
game.

Sports Quiz Answers
1. In 1966, Danny Villanueva had
107 (56 PAT, 17 FG); 2. In 19684,
Ron Widby 84 yards; 3. Philadelphia
L.A. Rams 27-23, Washington
20-17; 4. In 1996, Don Meredith
with 406; 5. In 1977, Tony Dorset!
had 206;
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Football Opens Home Season with a Win
Alaistair McHugh,
Sports Editor
Pacific Football won its first
game of the season Saturday,
decisively beating Sacramento
State 30-6. The win helped
revenge a 1991 loss to the
Hornets, while giving the Tigers
its earliest win in three seasons.
The Tigers were very impressive
on both sides of the ball, control
ling the game throughout.
The Sac State game saw the
Pacific debut of wide receiver
Kerry Brown. The JC transfer
caught three first half touch
downs, ending his debut with 71
yards on five catches. His 6 foot 4
inch frame made him an easy tar
get for quarterback Dave
Henigan.
Henigan had a good game,
completing 25 passes for 284
yards and three touchdowns. He
hit Daryl Rogers six times for 87
yards, as Rogers made two spec
tacular diving catches.
The Tigers got its first points
on a safety. Sac State was lined up
to punt, and the snap went over
the punters head into the endzone. Darius Cunnigan made the

had three tackles, two for losses
tackle, giving the Tigers a 2-0
and
recovered his second fumble
lead. Howard Blackwell returned
in as many games. Karthauser's
the punt following the safety to
fumble recovery also led to a
his 49 yard line. Henigan hit
touchdown, the second consecu
Rogers and Greg Weston on key
tive game he has done that. He
passes, leading a 51 yard scoring
was forced to play the whole
drive, ending in a TD pass to
game
when run specialist Owen
Brown.
Taylor
was hurt in the first half.
Blackwell scored the other
The
defense also showed its
touchdown for Pacific, on a three
strength on third down conver
yard run. The score was set up by
sions. The "Tiger" defense went
Henigan passes to Rogers and Bill
in on third down, and held the
Cox. By the end of the half, the
Hornets to only 35% of its third
Tigers had a 30-0 lead, and cruis
down opportunities. This defense
ing to a victory.
will become important against
"We would have loved the
Washington State next week.
shutout, but it didn't turn out
The offensive line played a
that way," linebacker Grant
great game also. The front line
Carter explained, "but it was a
gave up no sacks, and gave up
great win for this team and the
only
two plays for losses. In all,
school."
the line gave Henigan the time he
The defense played another
needed to find his recievers, and
great game, holding the Hornets
scramble
out of the pocket.
to just 135 total yards. Carter led
"We
all
played a great game,
the charge, getting 12 total tack
but we definitely wanted the
les, 10 unassisted, and four sacks
for losses of 28 yards. Jeff Russell shutout," defensive lineman Brad
added seven tackles, as did Duane * Stammer said. "This win will do a
lot for this team and the rest of
Thomas, who also had the only
the season."
interception of the game.
The Tigers face Wasington
David Karthauser, playing the
State.
Saturdays Kickoff time is
whole game at nose tackle, had
at
7:05
pm.
another good game. Karthauser

Pac 10 Comes to Pacific Saturday
dstair McHugh,
its Editor
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The University of the Pacific
Intramural Office is sponsoring a
campus wide-event to help pro
mote fitness. Timex Fitness Week
is a nationally sponsored event
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which will be held at Pacific all
semester.
The first event is doubles vol
leyball, which will be held Oct. 17
at 2 p.m. in the Main Gym. The
next day, the racquetball tourna
ment will be held at the Baun
Center, with the finals taking
place Oct. 22.
The final event will be on Oct.
21, when the "World's Largest
Aerobics Class," will take place
somewhere on campus. Lastly,
Timex will give his and hers
watches to the two fittest men
and women on campus. For
more information, contact the
Intramural Office right inside the
main entrance of the Main Gym.
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Talented student speakers (continued fompage4)
with extraordinary experi
ences (study abroad, co-op,
athletics, student government, ically challenging. Once you have learned how to internalize sul
leadership, etc.) needed for specific concepts, how to fine tune research as well as verbal andi
upcoming Open House and ten communication skills and the ability to analyze information,
other events. Apply at the can complete the exploration required to set tentative post-]
Office of Admissions, 1st
career goals.
floor, Knoles Hall by October
Basically, selecting a major usually is not as important ass
8th. All class levels and
might think. It can have an impact on your career options, but usi
academic interests welcome!

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

STREETS —
(continued from page 4)
Field work is available through
many courses. If you need assis
tance in finding sites for your
work contact Jo Wagner at Career
Services 946-2361, Veray Wickam
at the Volunteer Center, 9430870, or the Anderson Y Center,
946-2444 between 3 p.m. and 6
p.m., Monday through Friday
New courses with field work
focus are now available through
the School of Education.

World Cafe
(Continued from page 4)
actually becomes a supportive
member of that station.
"It is an individual effort on
the part of listeners of public
radio stations to keep that station
on the air," said Easter.
Broadcasting 24 hours every
day, including holidays, it costs a
total of $300,000 annually to
operate KUOP. Of that total, lis
tener support provides about
$140,000 each year. The remain
der is provided by corporate
grants and by the University.
Because listener support is
crucial to the existence of any
public radio station, KUOP is
enthusiastic about airing The
World Cafe and hopes that UOP
students will tune in and spread
the word about 91.3 FM. (Please
see KUOP weekly format for The
World Cafe schedule.)

Tutoring for Literacy and
Mentoring in the Community
will both be in full swing next
semester. These two to four vari
able unit service based courses
will be described in detail in the
next edition of the Pacifican.
Special Events coming up
include The Aids Memorial Quilt
Names Project, Oct. 24, 25 and
26, and the Sugar and Spice
Holiday Festival for the Children's

Museum, Nov. 6 and 7. These
events make great field work or
group service project activities.
Internships can be arranged
through your school or depart
ment.
To find out more about any of
the opportunities listed and the
many more coming in daily, call
Career Services or the Anderson
Y Center. We look forward to
hearing from you.
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New law punishes minors wh

Motorists under the age oi 21 w
small amount of alcohol could los
under a bill signed into law last Th
Taking effect on Jan. 1, the new
under 21 to drive with a blood-ale
The new law allows a law-enfo
does not (don't tell any deans I said so). Ask the next ten "sua® vers license of an individual if ht
Tour Guides Needed persons you meet what their undergraduate major was. You ® and refuses to be screened for alco
pleasantly surprised to hear their answers. While we encourage:
Under the current law, motori
for Open House
take part in our Career Focus Program, a series of self-assessmenl with a .08 percent blood-alcohol 1
exploration activities, we want you to feel free to examine acadf 16 and 17-year-old drivers.
Friendly, outgoing students
needed to give two large experiences guilt free. We are ready to help you make logical decis "When the equivalent of an <
group tours to prospective related to your major, but we also support your needs to feel fc every two to three weeks and 12 h
students and their families at make decisions by trial and error. Thank goodness you are
hol-related accidents, we cannot
Open House. Will train! Must where you can take courses in almost every area with a minima
sage: You use, you lose," said Wilt
be a good public speaker and difficulty. Take advantage of this flexibility while you can and when
enthusiastic about UOP. Open need to gain focus, please visit us in McConchie Hall.
AIDS testing on campuses 1
House tours between 10:00
Well, that is enough talk about majors. I want to motivate you
More and more college studej
a.m. and 12:00 noon on
diminish anxiety, not bore you or make you more nervous
Sunday, October 24th. Sign
sleeves to take an AIDS test, ofte
up at Activities Fair or apply week, remember M-A-J-O-R spelled backwards is R-O-J-A- health report issued last Monday.
to Tiffani at Admissions, in well, I couldn't think of a clever closing, but I did make you thin
fr°m campuses coast to coa
Knoles Hall. Great oppor atively. That is what you should do when exploring majors,
their lives and are looking out foi
tunity to share your positive
Seniors, have you registered with Career Services? If not, sto)
Physicians across the nation, "c<
experiences.
office to do so. This means you! This means now!
'«est rite of passage. Men an.
demanding the test as a prerequi:
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